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ABSTRACT 

A toll network may be subject to considerable overload, 
even if only limited portions of the network itself are 
affected, these peaks of extraordinary traffic be in g 
generated by unforeseen events or by break-downs in 
the transmitting devices which totally or partially in
terrupt the circuit trunk- groups. 

The network must be capable of both absorbing these 
traffic peaks, reducing the effects on the quality of the 
total service to a minimum, and of keeping the area 
influenced by the phenomenon confined to the minimum. 

From a structural point of view, the best solution would 
come from a compromise between a hierarchic star
shaped network made up of trunk groups with a capaci
ty sufficient to absorb peaks of extraordinary traffic 
and a mesh network pattern which reduce to a m in i -
mum the number of traffic relations served exclusive
ly by final trunk-groups, which are likely to be affect
ed by the phenomenon of overloading. 

This same solution should also present, with respect 
to an optimal solution derived from an exclusively eco
nomic point of view - that is without taking into account 
the constraints deriving from the protection against 
overloads - an abundance of devices so as to allow a 
reasonable equilibrium between the major burdens to 
be faced and the imp!ovement of the overload capacity. 

In the paper is investigated, first of all, the possibility 
of determining parameters which allow a concise ex -
pression of the ability to handle overload in a specific 
network. 

Then, 'with reference to the Italian toll network - that 
employes the principle of automatic alternate routing 
with high-usage and final trunk-groups·, according to 
a hierarchical routing discipline - various solutions 
are successively given, reached with the introduction 
of particular constraints or abundance of devices with 
the aim of increasing the overload capacity into the 
project and running an optimal calculation with the aid 
of a computer. These solutions are compared, both 
from an economical point of view and according to the 
capacity for overload. protection, in order to have in
formation on which project criteria to be adopted. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A toll network can be subject to overloads of considera
ble importance, even if concerning limited portions of 
the same network, as extraordinary traffic peaks often 
connected with unforeseeable events or as a consequence 
of breakdowns in transmission means which wholly or 
partly cut off trunk-groups. The network must have the 
ability of absorbing, a~ far as possible, these traffic 
peaks by reducing to the minimum their effects on the 
total quality of the service and in addition by keeping the 
area subject to the influence of the phenomenon limited 
to the utmost • 

The mean!? apt to obtain this result can be formed, in the 
first place, by the guarantees and by the redundances, 
which are adopted at the planning stage of plants and, in 
the second place, by appropriate methods of supervision 
and management of network in operation. At the begin
ning of all this there is however the possibility of help
ing in solving the problem at a structure and dimension
ing level of the network . • 

In this paper, this last aspect is just looked into, in the 
sphere of hierarchic type structures, as all the great 
automatic telephone networks are, including the Italian 
one which will be referred to at a later stage. 

From a general point of view, the capacity of absorbing 
traffic peaks is the peculiar characteristic of star net
work which allow to the maximum extent the "mutual 
aid" among the various traffic streams, which runacross 
a same network trunk-group with a different destination. 
On the contrary, the mesh structures allow to limit the 
effects of casual phenomena in the best way. From a 
structural point of view the -best solution will therefore 
result from a compromise between a star network made 
up of trunk-groups with sufficient capacity of absorbing 
extraordinary traffic peaks and a mesh network which 
would reduce to the minimum the n'umber of traffic con
nections exclusively served by routes of. last choice, 
which are subject to be influenced by overload phenome-
na • 

On the practical level the solution to this problem will 
have to be searched ~mong a range of network alterna
tives all of which will show, to a greatest or lowest de
gree, means structure and redundance variations as to 
the minimum cost solution calculated for normal traffic 
values. 

The object we propose to ourselves is just the one of 
investigating if there exists a reasonable compromise 
between the greater burden to be dealt with and the at -
tainable improvement in respect of overload capacity 
and, at the same time, to obtain the trends to be fol -
lowed, at the planning stage, as to_the n 'etwork struc

ture and to th~ quantitative redundances. For this rea 
son a research is being carried out, by determining 
first of all the overloads type and their amount which 
could be reasonably verified and by subsequently com
paring different network solutions bothfroIn the economic 
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point of view and the one of the traffic 'capacity 

2. OVERLO.AD HYPOTHESIS 
" 

For overload we have meant thf; possibility that the traf-
fic originated from a network portion, co~ld increase by 
a finite and definable quantity according to a certain law 
of negative exponential type : 

(1.) S = H. e - K. A + ·C 

with S = per cent overload, 
A = planning value of the offered traffic , 
H, K ,and C constant (mentioned at a later stage) • 

The- formulated hypothesis is justified for the following 
reasons: 

- The network planning is carried out on the basis 0 f 
, traffic forecasts extrapolated by measurements exe
cuted some years ahead which can therefore vary 
within a range, the limits of which follow a law 0 f 
type (I) • 

- The transmission equipment breakdowns which ha v e 
greater chances of occurring are those which concern 
primary and secondary groups. These breakdowns 
consequence is therefore conspicuous on such trunk
groups (which can even reach 100% of degradation) 
while it becomes less and less sensitive on trunk -
groups of gr,eat consistence; the law (I) even if not e~ 
actly reflecting the phenomenon, signifies at least its 
tendency. 

- As far as anomalous phenomena are concerned or trcp:!' 
fic peaks due to extraordinary events - which are not 
bringable back, due to their nat'ure, to predetermin -
able laws - it i s possible to consider supervision syt;
tems which would limit their effect. () bviously the in
tervention threshold will be as lower as gr.,ater are 
the traffic ,streams interested in the phenomenon (for' 
low values there will be tole~ated increments even co!!. 
siderable from a percentage point of view, while for 
high values ·it will be certainly necessary totakemeas 
ures indeed for low percent increments) • -
Therefore tyPe (I) law reflects" still in a reasonable 
way, the trend of possible overloads even in the pre -
sence of these phenomena. 

It is appropriate to specify that for the purpose of study 
it is not interesting the accurate definition of the curve 
but its tendence since with investigation we deal with 
comparative and not absolute valuations. 
Since in any case we must define quantities on which to 
work, for the constants H, K and C there has been fixed 
such values tha:t at a 10 Erlang offered traffic there 
would correspond an overload of about 150% and at a 100 
Erlang an overload. of about 30% and, fot greater traffic 
values, an overload not lower than 10% : the chosen va..!. 
ues are intentionally high in order to point out better the 
behaviour differences among the various network alter
natives. 

As already 'menti~ned, the law (1) defines the traffic; in
crement of a s()le relation in overload conditions; the co!!. 
sequences on the whole network will be as greater as 
higher is the number of connections subject to the phen£ 

' menon at the same time. 

It has been deemed to be of concrete interest the fact of 
. considering in overload at the same time all the traffic 
c;:onnections coming out of a general District.(ot 

(.) With reference to the structure of the Ita 11 an te 1 ese lect he network whl ch 
Is hierarchically artIculated over 3 switching levels: 231 District Centres 

(CO), 21 COlpartaent Centres (CC) and 2 Natlonal'Centres.(CN). as already 
descrIbed In the previous arHcle [\I . 
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We have not considered interesting to study the conse -
quence of the overload originated from a sole connection 
'since the influence on the whole network would have been 
negligible. On the other hand, we did not even want to 
consider' among the overload phenomena a generalised 
increment of the values of traffic originated from all 
sources, since this wouldnot fall within the investigation 
field aiming at defining the interaction among the various 
parts of the network when a part of the same is overloaded. 

3. COMPARISON ELEMENTS 

As mentioned in the Introduction, in this paper we make 
a comparison among the different network solutions in 
relation to both their cost and their traffic capacity. 
While the comparison of costs does not present any pro~ 
lem - since it is carried out on the basis of medium 
parameters currently used - for the estimates of the 
traffic capacity of a whole network it is necessary, on the 
other hand, to have a parameter suit!lble for expressing 
quantitatively the disposition of the network to handle the 
traffic which is offered to it • 

For this purpose it ~ase been chosen the "outcome prob
ability" defined by. the probability which a call has 0 f 
coming to a good end on a general traffic connection. 
It is expressed by the complement to 1 of the global con
gestion value for the connection under consideration 

(2) Cij = 1 - Bij (i :I j ) 

with i and j which represent respectively the District of 
origin and the one of destination. 

In this expression Bij is given by the composition of con
gestion values, calculated,with the Erlang's formula, re..!. 
evant to all sections iriterested by the traffic of the con
sidered connection. 

This calculation method has been used to estimate con -
gestion both with traffic values e'mployed in the network 
plan and in the control calculations under overload con
ditions. In this last case there has been disregarded the 
consequence of repeated calls which unavoidably 0 c cur 
when the overload. applied to a certain system there 
causes conditions of considerable congestion. 

As representative parameter of a 'sole District or of the 
whole network - since it would necessarily express a 
global value which would take into account all traffic con 
nections - we have employed the value expressed by 
the geometrical mean of the individual Cij weighed with 
the respective traffic values Aij : 

- for a sole District: 

(3) Ci = ~ Cij A,ij / T-J Aij 

with j extended to all arrival Districts 

- for the whole network : 

('3') C = 1J Cij Aij /T-ij Aij 

(i I- j ) 

(i I- j ) 

with i and j extended to all the Districts. 

The choosing of a geometrical type mean is justified [2] 
by the fact that it takes into greater account the connec
tions which have an outcome probability value below the 

average {to the extreme, a connection which would not 
show any probability of success would bring down to zero 
the entire network valuation>. The traffic value put at 
the exponent assigns a greater weight to more important 
traffic connections • 

Beside the average value so calculated it is also obtained 
the histogram which expresses the traffic volume,S dis ,
tribution as dependent from the respective outcome prob
ability, in order to point out possible dispersions. 

For a more complete valuation of the way in which traffic 
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is mandled on the network, it is adviceable to take also 
into account the mean and the corresponding histogram, 
of Cij values not weighed with the respective traffic vol-
umes: 

, (4) cri = -TJ Cij llNi (i :1 j ) 

where Ni is the total number of traffic connections com
ing out of a Distri.ct 

(4') C' = 17 Cij llN ( i :1 j) 

where N is the total number of traffic connections of 
the whole network. 

Therefore, while the mean weighed with the traffic indi
cates the average outcome probability of a communica -
tion offered to the system, the mean not weighed signi
fies the treatment reserved to the average connection 
whatever may be the traffic importance attached to it. 

The two values differ, even remarkably, s~ce a net -
work with alternate r 'outing tends to give more subse -
quent choices and therefore greater outcome probability 
to the more consistent traffic connections which even if 
representing in their total the greater part of traffic, 
are on the contrary a small percentage of the total num
ber of connections • 

.4. INVESTIGATION FORMALITIES 

The investigation is carried out on a network model 
. which represents an important part of the' Italia~ toll 
network and it is mad~ up of 80 Districts, grouped in 8 
Compartments, which in turn end up to 2 National Cen
tres. In orde'r to give the model the greatest represen
tation of a real situation, each connection has been as -
signed, in addition, the traffic values actually carried 
out. 

The minimum cost network has therefore been calculat
ed in the hypothe s is of a los s of 1 % for each se ctiop. of 
last choice, such network has been employed as refer 
ence for comparison with the examined solutions. 

For each network solution there have been calculated 
both the 'costs and the parameters relevant to . the traffic 
capacity. For these last ones, in parficular, are first 
of all determined the values C and C' and the correspond 
ing distributions already defined in the preceding par~
graph, for the planning traffic values. Subsequently the 
same values are calculated under overload conditions 
already mentioned in the following way: 

according to the law (1) the traffic values of all conne~ 
tions coming out from the n-th District are increased, 
leaving all others unaltered; 

- on the basis of the new traffic matrix so obtained, are 
determined the los s and overflow degrees of all trunk
groups of the network solution und~r consideration and 
c on s equently are recalculated the Bij (n) values of all 
N traffic connections existing in the considered model. 
In fact, all of 'these are disturbed by the overload, di
rectly those which originate from ~ District consider
ed, indirectly the others ; 

- with the formula (2) are therefore obtained the Cij (n) 
values of all the connections, with formulas (3) and 
(4) the valu~s Ci (i :: n) and cri (i :: n) relevant to ~ 
District in overload. 

The operations des cribed up to now are repeated for all 
the 80 Districts, each time increasing, according to law 
(1) , the values of the traffic coming out from each one 
of them; in this_way the f'ollowin.z elements are obtained: 
- 80 values of Ci li.:: n) and of C'i(i :: n) 
- a matrix of N Cij values e.ach one representing the 

value relevant!.£> a certain connection; it is given by 
the av..erage of Gij (n) obtained.in the 8<;> runs -carried 
out and is obtained according to the expression: 
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( 5) IT 
n = 1 

Cij (n) 1/80 C;ij 

- the distribution, in traffic volumes and in connections 
number, of the values expressed in the matrix as me~ 
tioned above and applying to the same, ...!,he fo!.mulas 
(3') and (4'), the total average values C and C' rele -
vant to the whole network. 

Summing up, each network solution is valuated by means 
of the following elements : 

- cost 
- outcome probability (expressed as mean value and di~ 

tribution of individual values) of a communication of -
fered to the system and of all the communication in a . 
general traffic connection, independently from its im
portance, in normal conditions 

- the same elements'" valuated under overload condi -
tions, pointing out the behaviour of each District when 
the same is directly subject to the disturbance • 

These parameters, defined to express qualitativly the 
network behaviour in respect of traffic handling, can be 
assumed, witl:L a ' good approximation also as expression 
of the grade of'service of the network. 

5. NETWORK MODEL 

As already stated, the network model under considera -
tion is made up of 80 Districts (CD), grouped in 8 Com
partments (CC) which end up to 2 National Centres (CN). 

CNZ 

cclD 

let choice CDi - CD) 
Znd 00 ' CDi - CCZ - CDj 
3rd 00 CDi - CC1 '- CDj 
4~h CDi - CCI - CC Z - CDj 
5th CDi - CC I - CNZ - CCZ - CDj 
6th CDi - CCI- CNI-' CC Z - CDj 
7fh CDi - CC I - CNI- CNZ-CCZ- CDj 

final trunk-groups 

high - usage trunk-group. 

FIg.1 - RoutIng prIncIple In the network lodel 

In fig. 1 it has been reported the scheme of possible con
nections , showing also the routing succession according 
to the foreseen hierarchic order. The traffic offered 
to this network model amounts totally to 11, 970 Erlang, 
distributed over the District-District relations as indic-
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ated in Table 1 • 

Traffl c offered for relatfon RelatIons Traffic % 
N % 

with .ore than 50 Er lang 32 0.51 37.08 

fro •• ore than 30 to 50 Erlan!) 36 0.57 11.18 

fro • .are than 10 to 30 Er 1 ang 167 2.64 2~.2~ 

fro •• ore than 3 to 10 Erlang 303 4.79 13.80 

fro •• ore than 1 to 3 Erlang 413 6.53 6.23 

up to 1 Erlang 5,369 84.96 7.47 

TOT A L 6,320 100.00 100.00 

Table 1 - Distribution of traffic offered to the network .odel 

Subsequently there have been reported the network alte,!. 
natives compared and the corresponding quantitative re
suits. In particular, as far as the cost is concerned it 
has been assumed as equal to 100 the one relevant ' to the 
minimum cost network, relating all the other ones to it. 

6. MINIMUM COST NETWORK 

It is the network calculated according to the already 
well-known optimization methods for the hierarchic net
works with alter~ate routings [3] • , The dimensioning has 
been carried out by admitting a loss B = 1% over each 
trunk-group of last choice and without any other con -
straint. 

Results as far as the trunk-groups number and the cir -
cuits are concerned are reported in Table 2 . 

"' nl.u. cost network 

Trunk-group type Trunk-groups CIrcuits 

CO-CO 375 10,021 

CO-CC 49 518 

CC - CO 54 599 

CO - CC (F) 80 ~,096 

CC - CO (F) 80 ~,036 

CC - CC ,56 1,081 

CC - CN 4 ~3 

CN - CC 6 72 

CC - CN (F) 8 3~7 

CN - CC (F) 8 326 

CN - CN (F) 2 85 

TOT A L 722 21,23~ 

Table 2 - CIrcuits and trunk-groups In the .Inl.u. cost network 
(F • fl nal trunk-groups) , 

As already stated, the cost of this netwoi'k is assumed 

to be equal to 100 • 

The network behaviour in respect of tr,affic handling, is 
described by the histograms appea."ring in fig. 2 where 

they have been reported: 

- at left hand side, the distribution of traffic relations 
d,epending from the outc,ome probability, under no~mal 
conditions (thin line) and in overload (thick line) 

- at the right hand side, the distribution of the volumes 
of traffic depending from the outcome probability, un-
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der normal conditions (thin line) and in over,load 
(thick line) 

i I ] 

Flg.2 -KI ni.u. cost network :traffl c relatl ons (left) and vo luus (right) dlstrl bu -
tlon,dependlng fro. outco.e probability (nor.al:thl 'n line ;overload:thlck line ). 

• 
• 

In each figure there have been reported also the relevant 
average values under ~ortnnl conditions (C and Cl) and • 
of overload ones (C and Cl) • 

7: ALTERNATIVE 1 

This network alternative has been obtained by introduc-
ing in the optimal dimensioning - always with B = 1 % of • 

'the trunk-groups of last choice - thE! following constm.ints: 

high-,usage trunk':'groups, type CD-CD, CD-CC a'nd 
CC-CD, existing in all the cases in which the offer
ed traffic is at least 3 Erlang ; 

all the high-usage trunk-groups CC-CC, CC-CN and 
CN':'CC , always present. 

The circuit number,for the impos,ed high-usage trunk -

groups has been assumed equal to the, whole number im',. 
mediately superior to the offered Erlang ones. 

The cost of this network alternative is 101, i. e. nearly 

equivalent to the one of the minimum cost network. Its 
behaviour, in respect of traffic handling, has been re
ported in the histograms of fig. 3 (the asterisk in the 
figure ~ants tp point out that distribution has been inte,!. 
rupted for reasons of space; below value 0.9 of the out
come probability and up to a minimum of 0.86 , it is 
still contained 9. 1 % of the relations • 
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-~-~~_*m-*t ~_-~-~~m-t 
Flg.3 -Alternative 1: traffIc relatIons (-left) and volules (rIght) distributIon. 
dependl ng frol outCOMe probabl 11 ty (norlal: thl n 11 ne; over load: thl ck 11 ne). 

8. ALTERNATIVE 2 

This network alternative has been obtained by introduc -
ing in the C?ptimal dimensioning the following constraints: 

- high-usage trunk-groups, type CD - CD and CC-CD ex-
isting in all the cases in which the offered traffic is 
at least 3 Erlang ; 

- all the high-usage trunk-groups, type CD-CC,always 
present; 

- all the high-usage trunk-groups, type CC-CC, CC-CN 
.and CN-CC, always present. 

The number of circuits for imposed high-usage trunk
groups' has been determined as 'in alternative 1. This 
network differs from the previous one since it foresees 
the connection from each District towards all the Com
partment Centres • 

The cost of this network alternative is 110 • Its .behav -
iour, in traffic handling, is des~ribed in the histograms 
appearing in fig. 4 • 

9. ALTERNATIVE 3 

This network alternative has been obtained by introduc -
ing in the optima~ dimensioning the constraint which: 

- all the high-usage trunk-groups, type CC-CC, CC-CN 
and CN-CC always present, determining the number 
of circuits for the imposed high-usage trunk-groups 
as in alterz:tatives I and 2 • 
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C=Cl997 
C-G.988 
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Flg.1!. - Alternative 2: traffic relati~ns (left) and volules (rIght) distrIbutIon. 
dependi ng frol outcole ~robabll ity (norla 1: thi n 11 ne; overload: thl ck 11 ne ) • 

At the end of the calculation so effected, the final trunk -
groups have been increased, by recalculating them with 
a loss B = 0, 1 % ; in this way there has been introduced a 
circuit redundance over trunk-groups of last choice, leav
ing unaltered the optimal structure of the high-usage net
work. 

The cost of this network alternative is 106 • Its behaviour 
in respect of traffic handling has been reported in the 
histogram appearing in fig. 5. 

10. ALTERNATIVE 4 

The basic concept of this network alternative is the one 
of dividing the routes handling traffic of first choice from 
those assigned to the overflow traffic [4] and [5] • As it 
appears from fig. 6 , for all the connection coming out 
from a generic District, it is always foreseen a '8 01 e 
route of first choice made up of a direct trunk- group or 
of a transit connection, depending from the economical 
routing. 

In order to guarantee a minimum ya,lue of the outcome 
probability to all traffic connections, all the overflows 
are routed over a separate network, reserved for this 

purpose. 

The network calculation has been effected with the fol -
lowing constraints : 

- for the first choice network: trunk-groups CDi - CDj, 
CDi - CCZ , cci - CDj existing in all the cases in 
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Flg.5 -Alternative 3: traffic relations (left) and volul8s (right) distribution, 
depending fro I outcole probability (nor .. l: thin line; overload: thick line). 

which the offered traffic is at least 3 Erlang ; trunk
groups CDi - cci, cci .. cci' and cci - CDj al -
ways present; the minimum number of circuits per 
trunk-group has been defined in such a way that the 
overflow percentage does not exceed 30 % ; 

for the overflow network : all the trunk- groups indi
cated in fig. 6 (with thick line) are always present 
with a number of circuits defined equal to the whole 
number immediately superior to the one of the offer
ed Erlang and with a loss B = 1 % for the trunk-groups 
of last choice • 

The 'co ~ t of this network alternative is 105 • Its behav -
iour in respect of traffic handling has been reported in 
the histograms appearing in fig. 7 • 

11. ALTERNATIVE 5 

Thi s network alternative is obtained from alternative 4 

by dimensioning the trunk-groups of last choice with B = 
O. 1 % rather than with B = 1 % • 

The cost of this network alternative is 109. Its behaviou r 
in respect of traffic handling has been reported in the 
histograms appearing in fig. 8 • 

12. COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS 

' O~ing t~ the need of 'having an orientation on the criteria 
to be adopted at the planning stage, the network solutions 

compared - necessarily in a limited number - have been 
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1st choice CD i - CD j 
or CDi - CC! - CD j 
or CDi - cet - CD j 
or CD i - CCi - CC~ - CD j 

Znd choice CD i - CC l - CCZ - CDj 
3rd CD i - CC I ~ CNZ - CCZ - CDj 
4th CDi - CCI - CN l - CCZ - CD , 

• J 
5th CD i - CC I - CNI - CNZ - CCZ - CD j 

final trunk-groups 

----- high-usage trunk-group. 

fir.t choice network 

Fig.6 - Rouflng principle In a network lodel with routesof1° choice separate 
frol the overflow ones 

chosen so that each one of them would express a particu
lar trend. Figures ,2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 describe the beha,! 
iour of the whole network both in traffic volume and in re
lations, while fig. 9 expresses the average behaviour ofthe 
relations outgoing from each District directly involved in 
the overload. The bands shown in this last figure refer to 
two network alternatives having the same structure in co~ 
mon and which differ for the dimensioning of the routes of 
last choice, (B = 0.1% and B = 1%). It is necessary to point 
out that the values reported in this graph are rather diffe!. 
ent for the various alternatives under examination and are 
by large inferior to the average ones referred to the whole 
network: this is a consequence of the fact that to highlight 
the phenomenon, the overloads have been chosen as of CO!! 

siderable amount and therefore in the application point 
they determine very sensitive effects. It has not been re
ported the similar trend of the values inherent to the traf
fic volumes rather than to the relations since it is obtain
ed a minor variety of the results relating to the various 
network alternatives and therefore their comparison was 
resulting rather less significant. 

From the examination of the results there appears the fol
lowing consideration of general nature: 
a) under normal conditions all the network alt ernatives, 

including the minimum ,cost one, ensure ~ very high d~ 
gree of service to all the relations 

b) under overload conditions, the behaviour of each net -

work alternative differs in a reasonable way especially 
as far as the treatment reserved to minor traffic rela
tions is concerned; these constitute the greater part of 
the connections even if representing, as it is referred 
fr9m Table 1, a moderate percentage of the traffic ,.,f
fered to the network: the bulk of the traffic has infact 
a good grade of service; also as a consequence of the 
optim,isation principle followed in the dimensioiling of 
all the network alternatives. 

In the general picture outlined above, we now go on indi
cating with greater details, the main characteristics 0 f 
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• depending frol out COli probability (norIl1: thin line: overload: thick line). 

• 
ea;;c<h network alternative considered with reference to 
the miniinum 'cost one . -

_ Alternative 1: even if presenting structural variations 
- due to ,the increment of the high-usage network - in fact 
there have been achieved trunk-groups for all the re -
lations with at leas t 3 Erlang - at, a cost nearly equiv
alent to the one of the network under reference. In re
spect of this last one there has been however a wors -
ening in the traffic handling: in fact as it appears in 
fig. 3, the distribution of the grade of service for the 
relations is more scattered and its lower limit ha s 
gon'e from 0.90 to 0" 86,on the contrary -as far as the 
behaviour of the Districts in ov:erload is concerned the 
trend is almost identical to the one of the network un

der reference. r 

_ This , is explainable since with the establishment of a 
greater number ' of high-usage trunk-groups, the num
ber of preferential relations has increased; consequen.! 
ly ' the consistency of the routes of last choice has de
creased, on the latter ones the r~maining relations 
continue t o be routed and they turn out to be damaged 
to a greater extent under overload conditions. 
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Alternative 2: also i'n this network there has been accom 
plished a strengthening of the high-usage trunk-groups;
unlike alternative 1,- we have however gone on not only 
depending from the traffic volumes but also with the i -
dea of guaranteeing to all traffic relations a routing al
ternative to the hier'a.rchic one. This condition has been 
realized structurally by imposing the connection fro m 
each CD to all CC of arrival (reciprocally, we could have 
however imposed the connection from each CC towards 
all the CD). The cost is higher by 10 % to the one of the 
network under reference. As far as the traffic handling 
is concerned, it is noted a considerable improvement in 
the treatment reserved to all the relations, the minor 
ones included (on the average an improvement of 2%) ; 
this fact assumhl the maximum importance in the behav 
iour of the Districts directly interested in the overload 
particularly for the smaller ones: for these last ones 
the index calculated for the relations reaches even val
ues of 0.8 as against values of 0.4 of the minimum cos-t 
network, an'd of alt,ernative 1 • This finds its verifica
tion in the rather high cost due to the linking of trunk -
groups also for small traffic quotas and therefore at a 

low efficiency • 
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fig.S -Alternative 5: traffic relations (left) and volul8s (right) distribution" 
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- Alternative 3: this network faces the problem through 
a means -redundance on the routes of last choice, mai!! 
taining practically unaltered the structure of the min
imum cost network in respect of which it has a cost of 
approximately 5% more. From the point of view of the 
treatment of the individual traffic relations, the behav
iour of this network is totally better than the one of al
ternative 2; it is however necessary to notice that the 
situation in the Districts directly interested in the ove!.. 
load is, in this sol ution, only a bit better than the one 
of the network under reference. This can be explained 
since the means redundance has been distributedalm.ost 
uniformly over the whole network without garanting 
particular privileges to the smaller centres as it has 
howev~r been done in alternative 2 • 

- Alternative 4: by separating the routes of first choice 
from those of last choice on which only the overflow 
traffic flows; this solution differs completely from the 
preceding ones for its structural order. Its relative 
cost is 5% higher than one of the network under refer
ence (in the hypothesis of considering two exchanges 
of a same CC as coinciding and able to handle in a dj£ 
ferent way, the traffic routing for the various types of 
trunk-groups). Its behaviour is better than the 'one of 
all other networks considered up to now since the ave!.. 
age grade of service offered to all the relations in ove!.. 
load conditions is 0.98 with a very limited dispersion 
of the values relating to the individual relations. The 
same phenomenon occurs also in the behaviour of the 
Districts in overload for which the index mostly as
sumes intermediate values between those of alterna -
tives 2 and 3, safe the fact of maintaining a more con
stant trend which leads to values sufficiently high of 
the index also for bigger Districts. The rather reduced 
cost as compared to the advantages obtained derives 
from the fact that all the network trunk-groups have a 
good efficiency since the high':'usage ones are realized 
only for a sufficient traffic level and all the minor . 
shares are grouped on a common transit route, e v en 
if not of last choice; on the other hand the fact that the 
high-usage network is run acros s only by traffi c 0 f 
first choice, makes the individual shares subject to a 
lower number of perturbances as compared to what oc 
curs in the networks with intermediate overflows. 

- Alternative 5: having been obtained from the prev ious 
network. with a circuits redundan.ce on the routes 0 f 
last choice, it exalts their behaviour in respect of the 
grade of service which is definitely better for all the 
traffic relations (the average index of the relations 
reached the value of 0.986 with all the relations above 
0.98). The relevant cost is 90/0 higher than the one of 
the network under reference. 

13. CONCLUSIONS 

From the results obtained it is inferred that, at a net -
work structure and dimensioning level, it is possible to 
contribute in large extent to improve its behaviour in 
connection with eventual overloads. It has also come to 
light that it is possible to obtain sensitive results with 
cost increments limited to some percent which tend tc? 
reduce as time goes by with the increase in the traffic 
volumes. From a structural point of view, the trepd ob

tained is the one of bringing to the minimum the inter -
action among the various traffic shares: this result must 
be pursued for all relations, even for those of minor im
portance, in order to avoid an excessive degradation of 
the service under overload conditions to these last ones. 
<J:b.t;."struct~re vv4.ich has reac~t::d bettex: t~ the c~~ditions 
supposed in this study is, in fact, the one which realizes 
a network of first choice completely separate from the 
. overflow one • 
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_ Fig. 9 - Average outcole probab III ties for the re I at Ions outgo I ng frol each over loaded 
Di stri ct .ordered ,i n abscl ssa,accordi ng to I ncreasi,ng ori gl nated traffl c vo IUles • 

In a network of this type there appears to be also the pos
sibility of introducing a further security coefficient by 
means of the effective division of the transit exchanges in 
each Compartment Centre, each one of which is able 0 f 
reaching all destinations • 
Finally the chance of choosing a certain expenditure level 
must be estimated in respect of overload conditions from 
which the network should be protected and which can come 
out only from a statistical survey. 
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